WORKING SPACES
DIE DIGITALWERKSTATT

Turn your workshop into an experience.

GOOD IDEAS

NEED TIME AND SPACE

WORKING SPACES
IN THE DIGITALWERKSTATT

TIME, SPACE, AND THE APPROPRIATE
TOOLS FOR YOUR EVENT

Creative space, conference room, meeting room, workshop location,
think tank! The Digitalwerkstatt offers you the framework you need to
develop your ideas, your projects, or your event.
Are you and your team looking for modern premises away from
standard conference rooms? We are what you are looking for.
Your workshop, employee training, seminar or team event will be an
experience with positive long-term effects in our bright and spacious
creative space with its different zones to work or relax in.
Our premises were developed with years of experience with workshops and lived agile ways of work. Their structure and design help
ignite creative processes and promote productive working alone as
well as in groups. Designated areas for relaxation and teamwork,
the think space next door, the talking zone, the digital lab and the
free space serve for inspiration and recreation. Flexible options for
partitioning the space make the environment customizable to your
needs.

The Digitalwerkstatt
see the emerging
Business location Forchheim,
amidst the European
Nuremberg Metropolitan Region.

THE APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENT
FOR WORKING PRODUCTIVELY

CREATIVE SPACE *
190 m2

< 60 people

TALKING ZONE*
55 m2

DIGITAL LAB
We offer our support for virtual and remote
meetings with competence and equipment.
You will get technical support in the form of
video conferences, smartboards, and other
tools you might need.

FREE SPACE
25 m2

*Our rooms can be booked separately or as a package deal

MODERN
AND
INSPIRING
Creativity needs space in order to unfold. Reversely, we
connect out rooms and spaces with certain activities,
emotions, and experiences. With the design of our rooms,
we create an atmosphere of openness and transparency, in
which ideas and inspiration can flow and unfold freely. This
leads to light-bulb moments and results that will push your
team forward.

CREATIVITY NEEDS

OPENNESS, CURIOSITY AND
SPIRIT OF DISCOVERY.

DIGITAL LAB
WORK

FREE SPACE

We offer support for
virtual and remote
meetings with
competence and
equipment.
RELAX

CREATIVE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY

TALKING ZONE

ROOMS AS ENGINES

FOR CREATIVITY

FREE SPACE

Structure, area and equipment that adapt to formats and
settings and not the other way round. Outdoor area for
taking a breath, networking, lunch and relaxation.

RELAX ZONES

Spread throughout the entire room,
they can be positioned flexibly.

WORK SPACE

Area for different formats: presentation,
canvas, dialogue, discussion, “stage”, etc.etc.

CREATIVE SPACE

With mobile boards, conference tables,
library, canvas, smartboards

TECHNOLOGY

# Can be used easily and intuitively

TALKING ZONE

The modern “bonfire” for a good
community spirit

# Sufficient possibilities for connecting video, audio, light;
adapter for different devices; same prerequisites for
teams
# working remotely

CONSIDER YOURSELVES

AT HOME

WE ARE NOT AS FORMAL AS AN OFFICE
SETTING AND NOT QUITE AS CASUAL AS A
HOME

The Digitalwerkstatt is the right space for workshops, meetings,
team events, hackathons, trainings, meet ups, networking events.
We love to be hosts – even when it comes to your physical wellbeing/ food and drink. We will provide you with delicious, healthy,
and largely sustainable and varied hospitality packages, relaxed
catering on our premises or lunch in one of the restaurants in our
neighbourhood.
High-quality and varied vegetarian, vegan or lactose free options
are, of course, not unrealistic special requirements, but an everyday
part of our offer. We pride ourselves on regional quality, and we
offer tasty finger food options, fruit and snacks, delicious coffee and different sorts of tea as well as refreshing non-alcoholic
beverages.
Upon request, we also offer an assortment of local beers and good
wines.

ANNIKA LEOPOLD

OWNER OF THE DIGITALWERKSTATT

Annika has made it her goal to bring new ways of thinking to
entrepreneurship. She stands for a Growth Mindset, where a
minus is a plus and mistakes are chances. Besides her years
of experience in consulting and marketing, Annika uses agile
methods and innovative tools like Design Thinking to develop
solutions that focus on the client.

ANNIKA LEOPOLD
09191-733 699 50
0176-207 313 16 		
annika@diedigitalwerkstatt.de
www.diedigitalwerkstatt.de

With her positive energy, Annika motivates people and teams,
and she inspires them with new approaches to existing
challenges that are focused on results. She combines
analytic facts with intuition. In her projects she combines
her high digital expertise with “Experience and Skills”, to
transfer innovative methods safely onto her customers.
Annika’s commitment to open eco systems and the
continual expansion of the community spirit has created a
broad network of experts and other new thinkers around the
Digitalwerkstatt.

WE SUPPORT YOU

by putting the human factor in the centre of entrepreneurial development and to create
extraordinary experiences. To hit the right spot. To trigger that light-bulb moment and to
position the lever for necessary change at the right place.

PEOPLE

#Agile work: Training, Consulting, and Coaching of teams and organisations

		

#Improving processes for the acquisition and retention of employees

		

#Accompanying communication for projects of change an organisation

		

#Planning, introducing and supporting collaborative projects

ROOMS

#Designing new work spaces and the work environment
that goes along with it

		

#Moderating agile processes also in digital spaces

		

#Processing and providing inspiring (digital) work spaces for teams,
projects, and events

		

#Designing and planning hybrid worlds

PROCESSES

#Developing and positioning cross-functional teams, entrepreneurial programmes, and innovation units

		

#Developing and strategically supporting new digital products, services, and
business models

		

#Supporting design-thinking-processes as well as (digital) design and innovation sprints

		

#Designing customer journeys and customer experience as well as organisational designs with focus on clients

AGILITY:

A company’s ability to quickly align their business
model and their organisation with new market
requirements and chances.

GLOSSAR

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE:

Is the entire experience customers have with
a brand. It is imperative to not only meet the
customers’ needs, but to exceed them.

DESIGN SPRINT:

A Design-Sprint is a process with five phases and a
limit on time, that uses Design Thinking in order to
reduce risk when introducing a new product, a new
service, or a new feature to the market.

DESIGN THINKING:

Design Thinking is an approach where the person
is the focus. It takes tools from the toolbox of the
designer, in order to integrate the needs of the
people, the possibilities of technology and the
requirements for success in business.

FACILITATION:

To facilitate means to ease, enable, support and
promote. As a method, facilitation supports a group
of people in a process of change to reach the goals
they have set for themselves on their own.

GROWTH MINDSET:

Mindsets shape the image we have of ourselves.
Growth Mindset is often called a “dynamic selfimage” or “Growth thinking”. Here, People are convinced that they can keep on developing their skills
by learning to understand things better and to
experience more. Mistakes are being seen as
opportunities to explore new things and grow with
them.

HANDS-ON-MENTALITY:

The ability to turn Ideas, Innovations, concepts,
and strategies into amazing experience with the
help of hands-on actions. It means to roll up your
proverbial sleeves and to act with responsibility,
assertiveness, and goal orientation.

HACK:

A way of problem-solving where a goal is reached
with unconventional methods. In IT terms, a system
is considered hacked once security systems are
breached. Work Hacks inspire positive attacks on
your organisation in order to discover and use idle
potential.

COLLABORATION:

Collaboration stands for a cooperative collaboration between employees of one or several organisations. It is more of a concept than simply working together, because collaboration, on the one
hand, promotes a positive relationship between
individuals, groups, or structures, on the other
hand, it uses organisational and/or technological structures and tools to share and multiply
knowledge.

NEW WORK:

New Work is a new perspective on working culture
and corporate organisation. Away from a conservative Command-and-Control-Modus. The goal is
to be efficient and to offer people a meaningful and
participative work environment.

ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN:

Organisational design defines the appropriate
structures, procedures, and decision-makingprocesses with the goal to create an effective work
environment with palpable success. Consequently
aligned with brand, vision, and strategy, this is
how employee’s sense, identification and professionality develops.

THINK TANK:

An inspiring place in connection with special procedures that aim at triggering creativity and dynamics.
Both unfold their impact through the combination
of a format befitting the theme, multidisciplinary
people, the appropriate tool as well as the suitable
set of methods.

USER STORY:

User Stories describe the requirements concerning
a product or a service from the perspective of a
user. As a format, the User Story is a central tool in
the collaboration of agile teams. Their area of application reaches from the validation of the needs
of customers to the formulation od requirements in
Scrum Teams. A User Story answers the question:
Who wants what and why?

DON’T THINK
OUT OF THE BOX.
THINK OF
WHAT YOU CAN DO
WITH THE BOX.
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NEVER
STOP
LEARNING

Breitweidig 27 | 91301 Forchheim
T 09191-733 699 50
M 0176-207 313 16
hallo@diedigitalwerkstatt.de

www.diedigitalwerkstatt.de

